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Recently Lee and Yang have proposed a tl<to-component theory of the 
1 . . 

neutrino. In this theory, the violation of space-inversion invariance in 

proeessGs involving the neutrino is easily understood. However, it seel'llS 

t.o be uoetul to make clear the di.fference between the usual tour-component 

theory- of the neutrino and the new two-component theory. The purpose of 

this letter ia to consider a possible test of this difference in ~-meson 

decay. 

The neutrino field, lf'J , in the two-component theory appears in 

interactions in the combination (1 :;; -{_5) 'f; , as shown by Lee and Yang. 

Therefore, in the process involving only one neutrino, all calculations 

using the two-component. theory give the serr.e results as the four-cor.tponent 
-t'.- • . I 

theory with the Hamiltonian including such a term as ('f' Oi Cc1 + C 1 ~5)tjJJ), . . 
. t 

if we take the special choice ot Ci = + C 1 • The terms with either 

. ' . . coefficients, c1 or C 1 , are parity-nonconserving interactions. But, if 

the process includes two or more neutrinos, the four-comnonent theory gives 

some additional contributions that cannot be obtained by using the two

component theory. Therefore we may distinguish the fou~ca.11ponent theory 

from the two-component theor,y. We will consider the jJ-- -rn.eson decay a.s an 

example. 

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.s. Ato.mic Energy 

Commission. 
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Let us consider only the process 

(1) 

\ 

The calculations are based on the interaction Hamiltoniart density, 

Hint = . (2) 

Where the notation is the same a.s that used by Lee and Yang,1 except that 

0 I i tlle&nS . f i Qi in the tWO-COitlnO!lent theory and Qi ( Ci i-· C t i . ¥5) .. in 

the four-component theory. In the two-component theor-J, the projection 

operator for the neutrino field includes the factor (1 ·~ :¥
5
). ·The · 

operat-ors 01 . that imrolve an even number of ~' s commute -..!ith this 

(1 + '¥"5) factor. Therefore, as Lee and Yang have BhOMl, orily the V-

and A-type couplings contribute _to the electron-distribution function. At 

the sa.-ne time, t<ta can see easily that one must obtain the same result for 
•. 

the four-component theory as for the two-component theory if we choose the 
I . t 

snecial cases of Cv : + C V and CA ; ::;::C A. 

For ;~ meson at rest, \'lith spin completely polarized, the electron 

distribution is i~iven by 

W(p, d.il-e) = A dp d"'-. ( 4~) 2p 
2 [f 6(1 ,;. p) -t- . ~ e (4p - 3) l 

+ ! cos 9 ( 1 - 2oj. p) J ' 
0) 

; . 3 
v."here A = 7 p

0 
'/6(27/) , (1/)) ia the lifetime of the ~~ meson, 

and p
0 

is the maxirnum electron momentum; p is the electron momentum 

in th~ unit of p0 , d.Ll-e is the solid anpo_).e of electron momentum, and 

e the angle betwen electron momentum a.nd the spin direction. of the r . 
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The maes of the electron is neglected in this calculation (-1{ = c = l). 

The other notations are given as follows: 

!n the two-component theory of the neutrino, we have 

* = 2ab(fv 

f = 3/4 ' 

1 = 1 . 

(4) 

Here the a in >j J means the values of (+ 1) corresponding to the 

special choice of neutrino field ( if"'' ::: . (1 + y5) ljl.)), aria the b also 

means the values of (!: 1) corr;;~sponding to the ·/:"" mesons in the 
2 

positive and negative energy states, respectively. 

In the four-component theory of the neutrino, we have 

where 

and 

, 

' 

{5) 

for tne special case of only the S- ai'ld P-type couplinge, Of : t i , 
and for the pure T-type coupling, of = -t . 

, 
I}, 



,. 
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:3 
It is clear from the above result that the Michel parameter f and 

the other parameter 1 must have the definite numeri.cal va.lues, 3/4 and l, 

respectively, in either the two-component theory or for the miXtUre of the 

V- and T-typo couplJ.ngs in the four-com~·onent theory. The 'PreliJninary 

experi.i'Ilenta.l result concerning electron di.stribution a.t the University of 
4 

Chicago indicates 1 :~;:;. 1. This fact seems to support the two-component 

theory of the neutrino, as well a.s the recent measure'r.ent of l1ichel' s 
5,6,7 e value. 

!n the above,- the result obtaL'led by the special Corribination 

(e , /4.)(;1, ,) ) of four leptons was described. Next let us consider the 

other col!lbimtions, for example, (e, ,.,! )(.J, /'"-). Even with this choice 

of the interaction Hamiltonian density, . the conclusion ( (' : 3/4 and 1 : l) 

in the two-component theory of the neutrino is not changed, although the S

and P-typo couplings contribute to the distribution f"unction of electrons6 

In addition, it is .found--surprisingly--that f· is ah·aya equal to 

--
-ab(= :t 1) for the combination of the V- and A-type couplings, and J is 

always equa.l to ( t a.b) for the combination of the S- and P-type couplings; 

that is, .the value of } does not depend on the order of magnitude of 

coupling constants, if we use the special combination of the (SP) or (VA) 

type couplingl'4. Thls conclusion ( J} · J : 1) is also true for allY' pure-

type coupling with this spacial choice of the tlamiltonian density, e.g., 

.~' = -ab for the pure V-type coupling and J : tab for the pure S-tyne 

couplint;. It is clear tbatJ with this combination (e, ,) )(J '/.A.) 1 wa 

cannot obtain the s~11ple relation between results obtained in the two- and 

four-component theories of the neutrino. The detailed result will be 

presented in a f.ull report. 
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If the experimental result is J : -1, f :::: 3/4 , and· cf · = 1 

for the p~sit.ively charged j-L meson, it is quite natural front the point. 

~f view of the universal Fermi interaction to assume the (STP) co~nbination 

wit-h the interaction Hamilton density of the (a, J) )·(J/, /.t...) type in the 

s 
two-compOnent theory, · ,-:,. (a = ·f-1), of the neutrino 11 in which the 

nega.tivel,v charged _leptons <j..t and e) 11re light particles (b = 1-l). 
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